Continuously variable transmissions (CVT) contained in many complex
Introduction
The general trend in modern mechanical design is aimed at creating automatic machines which function with as little involvement from human operators as possible. Due to their adaptability the parts of the machine that automatically control/regulate the process can provide optimal kinematic and dynamical working regime under any exploitation parameters to the working elements, and even more importantly from an energy efficiency stand point, to the motor as well. Thus, they become a very important part of machine, since they not only make sure that the given task is executed but can also improve the machines work characteristics. The working components in systems for automatic control/regulation are usually hydraulic or pneumatic in nature, while the sensors and control structures are electronic. The presence of a system with different medium (hydraulics/pneumatics) significantly complicates the structure and functioning of the machine while the use of electronics can be problematic because of the need for specialized software. Its alternative is presented here as the use of completely mechanical, adaptive systems that due to their structure do self adjustments, meaning they can change their own characteristics in accordance with external parameters. For exam-The adaptive CVT should have a more complex structure to be able to do the actual self adjustments than typical basic CVT: there should be an additional mechanism with an element that will perform an additional motion -the control motion which will change the kinematic structure of the basic CVT as needed, and in addition, the main motion as well. Obviously, this introduces another degree of freedom into the system. Also, the additional mechanism has to have structural characteristics needed to appropriately and reliably correct the main motion. Since both the basic CVT and additional mechanism are mechanical systems, the behaviour of the whole system can be described by the laws of mechanics. In [15, 16] the development of dynamic model and friction stability analysis of CVT system which uses mechanical system to move the working components -screw pair, has been shown. An electronic system was used for automatic control. The parameter required to maintain is the prescribed value of the output angular velocity. The Rout-Hurwitz and Vyshnegradsky problem methods are used to determine the system parameters needed for the motion to be stable. A geared CVT, shown in [17, 18] , is designed as a planetary-differential transmission with two degrees of freedom and one input, where the control degree of freedom (the motion) turns on according to the variation of the outside load. The paper [19] shows a completely mechanical system that maintains the output angular velocity during load and work condition variations, the additional mechanism being a lever mechanism with a Watt governor. During external load variations, the system steadily and in proper time maintains the output angular velocity.
A very significant type of regulation, especially in the fields like transportation and energy production, is maintaining the stationary mode of a working machine (motor) during load variation. That mode is most economic because the motor power is fully utilized. For this case, a self-adjusting CVT will be considered. A solution for the adaptive CVT (basic CVT + additional mechanism) similar to the one from [19] will be proposed; the model will be formed, behaviour simulation executed and stability of the system examined.
Method for the dynamic analysis of non-holonomic systems
According to [1] , the basic CVT represents a non-holonomic mechanical system. The transmission ratio of CVT, i.e. the equation connecting the input and output angular velocity represents a non-holonomic connection. Due to the presence of non-holonomic constraints, it is impossible to use the second form of Lagrange's equation, so some other kinds of approach from analytical mechanics have to be used, most notably the Lagrange multiplier method and Appel's equations [20] . The equations of motion are also attainable through the direct use of general dynamical equations, as well as through the application of kinetostatic methods. The latter two methods call for decomposition of the system and the analysis of every single element, as well as taking into consideration the internal reactions of the system, making them less than ideal in this case. For complex systems, the Lagrange multiplier method is computationally demanding, so the procedure used for formation of CVT model will be using Appel's equations. The convenience of using Appel's equations is that already existing typical equations for the acceleration of a moving body can be used.
A general dynamical system can be described with n generalized coordinates: q 1 , q 2 , ...,q n . Let there be k non-holonomic connections in the system: A j and A  are coefficients in function of q i and t only.
Appell`s equations are given in the following form:
Energy of acceleration of a system * S is sum of energies of accelerations of its
For bodies performing planar motion, the energy of acceleration can be calculated:
For bodies performing motion in space, the energy of acceleration can be calculated:
Generalized forces Q v * are determined using the principle of virtual work.
Dynamical behaviour of the adaptive CVT
The frictional adaptive CVT with half balls is shown in fig. 1 . Power is transferred from the driving machine in this case an electro motor (EM) to CVT input link 1, then, through disc 3 to the output link 2 and, finally, to the working machine. Gearboxes GB1 and GB2 with constant transmission ratios can be integrated into the whole transmission system if needed. Variation of the output angular velocity happens due to a change in position of contact points A and B of disk 3 and links 1 and 2, respectively. Disk 3 is mounted on link 4 in such a way that it can rotate both around its axis and also (along with link 4) around the axis through O 4 . Thus, the distance between the contact points on input and output links and their respective axes of rotation have been changed giving the variable transmission ratio between links 1 and 2.
Spring controlled centrifugal governor of Wilson-Hartnell type ( fig. 2 ) -GOV is integrated into the transmission system in order to ensure closed automatic regulation. Balls 1 with mass m t are connected by two springs 2, with the spring constant c 1 , called the main springs. Levers 3 have two arms -vertical, with length l 1 and horizontal with, length l 2 . The horizontal arms have rollers 4 at their end which are placed in a grove on slider 5, with mass m k and a moment of inertia J k . The adjustable auxiliary spring 6 with a spring constant c 2 is connected to the slider by lever 7. Governor elements rotate around the governor axis while slider can perform an additional translational motion along the axis. Centrifugal force F C and slider displacement x are defined: Dynamical analysis will be done by using Appell's equations for non-holonomic systems.
Three generalized coordinates which describe the system are: rotation of the input shaft   , rotation of the output   and displacement of lathe x which indirectly defines the position of element 3. Rotation of output shaft 2 and displacement x are adopted as independent generalized accelerations, so Appell's equations for this system are given: The non-holonomic connection between generalized co-ordinates   and   is defined by the following differential equation:
The energy of acceleration for this system is:
The connection between 1 and 2 is obtained by differentiating non-holonomic connection (7) .
The equation connecting the tangential velocities of elements 2 and 3 in point B is as following: Energy of acceleration S T of regulator balls is:
Acceleration of point T -the centre of governor ball is:
Magnitudes of normal pn and tangential pt components of the transmission acceleration of point T are a pn = (r 0 -x) 2 2 and a pt = (r 0 -x) 2 
First and second derivate of eq. (14) 
With eq. (11) through eq. (16) energy S * T is defined. Generalized forces are defined using the principle of virtual work:
The torque on shaft 1 depends on the torque of the driving machine and equals to:
In the case of asynchronous motor, for nominal working regime, the torque on the shaft and its angular velocity are connected via relationship M EM = A -B ω EM .
Coefficients A and B depend on the power and type of motor. The torque on the shaft of element 2 depends on the load on working machine and equals:
The load is generally a variable and depends on the particular type of the working machine. For example, the M WM of a fan is a constant, while in machines for winding and unwinding, it equals M WM = C ± Dt, etc.
The generalized force for  2 is:
The current deformation of spring 1 is L 1 + 2 ΔL 1 -2 x 1 / 2 , so the potential energy can be written in the following form:
The current deformation of spring 2 is L 2 + 2 Δ L 2 -x 3 / 4 , so potential energy can be written in the following form: The generalized force for coordinate x is:
Finally, differential equations that describe the dynamical behaviour of the adaptive CVT are: 
and:
Results
Using eqs. (24) and (25) The diagrams show that the proposed adaptive mechanism system fulfils the requested function -it maintains the output angular velocity of the driving machine. At the beginning of motion, as the load changes so does  1 . In case 1, since variation of M 2 is continuous, the change in  1 is negligible, while in case 2, since M 2 variation is uncontinuous, the change in  1 is more significant, but after a period of 10 seconds, a stationary working regime has been established. Similar analysis can be performed for all design parameters of CVT and are going to be the topic of future research along with optimization of the system behaviour.
Conclusions
Development of a purely mechanical CVT system that can self adjust to variations of the external load in order to maintain stationary regime of driving machine is presented in this paper.
It can be seen from literature that control of CVT in contemporary machinery is done by electronical and hydraulical systems. Presence of systems of different nature can significantly complicate structure and functioning of machine itself. Structurally simpler and more economic design is proposed -adaptive CVT which is completely mechanical and can adapt to variations of working regime by changing functional parameters due to its mechanical properties only. In this way adaptive CVT can be used for automatic regulation of a whole transmission system.
A general approach to the dynamical description of adaptive CVT behaviour is developed. Since CVT is a non-holonomic mechanical system, Appell`s equations are used for dynamic modelling. By numerically solving differential equations of motion, dynamical and kinematic behaviour of CVT system was obtained. It immediately reacts to the external load perturbations and in reasonable time frame stabilizes the output angular velocity of the driving machine thus proving its functional applicability as regulator for changeable working regime. 
